"This is not the Canada I once knew." Those were the words of a British member of the UN Human Rights Committee who was taking part this week in the committee’s first review of Canada’s human rights record in 10 years.

Sir Nigel Rodley, a law professor and chair of the Human Rights Centre at the University of Essex, was referring to the deteriorating space for human rights advocacy, protest and dissent in Canada. He noted it was almost unbelievable that the UN committee felt compelled to raise these sorts of concerns with Canada. Sir Nigel highlighted research by the Voices coalition, which pointed to astonishing levels of fear and intimidation felt by Canadian activists and civil society groups, and referred to the disquiet expressed by the UN’s leading expert on the freedoms of assembly and association. He dismissed the Canadian government’s initial response to questions about the crackdown as "thin."

It was a powerful moment that came near the end of six hours of back-and-forth, over two days, between committee members (drawn from countries around the world) and a sizable Canadian delegation from various federal departments and the province of Quebec. And it captured wider concerns about the range of troubling issues explored in the review.

Canada’s human rights record has been on display, and the range of shortcomings and violations that have been probed has been sobering. Some are long-standing, such as concerns about sex discrimination under the federal Indian Act. Others are more recent, such as many references to Bill C-51, the new Anti-Terrorism Act. Some of the issues,
certainly violence against indigenous women, have an impact on hundreds of thousands of people.

The point of the review is not that Canada is among the worst human-rights violators in the world. Of course not. It is a regular review that comes around for all countries that have signed the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The point, rather, is that all signatories are obliged to protect all rights – and that there is an expectation that a signatory with all the resources and strong institutions that Canada has will set a high example for other countries to follow.

That is not the picture that emerged during the review, however. Instead, it was of entrenched problems in Canada, such as the failure to have an effective process for recognizing and protecting aboriginal land rights. And of new and troubling developments that take Canada in the wrong direction, such as the battle over federal cuts to health care for refugees.

All of this against a backdrop of increasing Canadian disregard for many aspects of the international human rights system. Canada was still dismissive of the important UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples – which the government asserted is not binding, not law, only aspirational. Committee members were not impressed, for example, when Canada implied that it has no human rights responsibilities under the covenant when Canadian mining companies operate abroad.

Nor did Canada apologize for frequently refusing to comply with requests from UN human rights bodies to hold off on deportations while a full review of troubling cases was under way. And there was no commitment that governments across Canada would come together (for the first time since 1988) to talk about human rights and come up with a transparent, accountable system to ensure full implementation of our international obligations.

There was no shift in Canada's apparent determination to not move forward with solutions to complex and urgent problems. No willingness to establish a public inquiry and action plan for murdered and missing aboriginal women, for example. No budging from insistence that voluntary approaches are the best way to ensure that mining companies do not abuse human rights.

By the end of the review it was difficult to think of a serious social issue, with clear implications for human rights, that had not come up. Homelessness and the right to life. Intelligence sharing and torture. Pay equity and women's equality rights. Solitary confinement and high incarceration rates of aboriginal people. Detention of immigrants with mental-health problems.

The committee report is due by month's end, and then comes the true test for Canada. Will there be a good-faith commitment to take up the UN's advice to tackle entrenched
problems and head off new ones? Will the Canadian government show determination to protect human rights at home and be a leader abroad? Will there be action?

Or can we look forward to another such performance a decade from now? And another lament of "not the Canada I once knew." Surely not.


http://www.worldfederalistscanada.org/documents/MendesE.pdf

Sadly in this 65th anniversary year of the Universal Declaration, the human rights and rule of law reputation of Canada is fast diminishing, in part because the world is getting to know how the Conservative government of Stephen Harper undermines those values at home and brings repercussions at the UN and around the world

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca>
Date: Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:28 AM
Subject: from Amnesty
To: "cristoph00cdc@gmail.com" <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>

Hi there,

I just received your message. Mr. Neve is not available now but if you'd like to send me your documentation, I will send it to another colleague with the appropriate expertise.

Thank you,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

Please resend all of the documents.
From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:35 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list.
Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me -
Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to
live - so you tell me ?

How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year
diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family
over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO
matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help
available.
Justin Trudeau and Dr., Hedy Fry -know ( Hedy has a personal connection to my
mothers family 6 degrees of separation. So i turned to her for help and got
nothing. I sent her very private medical documents -. that went into the hands of
unauthorized govt staff -- It could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else - as its
part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But - ? nothing - I called a
few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute- during all the horrific
episodes - i am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive
amounts of pills - that were given as - I cant help you - just take what you have
until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic.
So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and
if you dont know anything about Malaysia - ? I had no idea - until I was in so deep
- and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?

☐ Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny
treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles
radius?

☐ Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to
the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems
to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed
by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

- Threatening my life.. at every given turn.
- Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?
- Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr.Hedy Fry;s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)
- As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.
- Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?
- Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.
- Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.
- All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.
- I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.
- Meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

Passport photos suck - so just in case -

Attachments area

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Hi, just in case - after I rewrote all this for your office - I collapsed again simply due to the stress of the ordeal - and repeating it - and it sent my heart beating so erratically. I still cant get medicine to deal with all this. These severe infections destroy your body functioning. But i will try and find something - I have to. Even though Malaysia is this horror of a reality - I must fight to stay alive. But can I trust Canada. What has happenned to my small - simple life?

I have all the emails I wrote to Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau, Dr.Lawson Baird and Saint Paul's Hospital. I realized after all this ordeal - that I am very weak - and the danger is REAL. And I cant cope any more. I overwrote to all these people - as the infection damages your brain and I had to get it all out - write all out - as if - I am unable to write or speak due to the infection - stroke etc. At least i did write it in the event of an untimely demise. Which can easily happen from all this.

The disease damages all major organs. Makes you go blind - as in my case I saw 4 of everything. So I was very ill when I wrote all of these people - including the bizarre CHC - KL . I was extremely emotional and erratic at the time. As one would be if one was so heavily infected. I did literally see my life flash before my eyes. And I wrote in a frenzy. I did explain the motivation for all the writing. TO document this as there may be a day/night I might pass on. I did read back some of it - and I was so honest - yikes - emotional - frightened out of my mind - I did apologize for writing or saying anything that was not PC - and I did berate the CHC-KL for being so disingenuous and in my mind unprofessional.

I did read after that on the web- Canada - CHC world wide had a bad reputation and many excerpts even from the local staff - referred to a fiefdom - a hierarchy - of temper tantrums by the Canadian CHC staff - of belligerence and for being disparaging to any that had issues.
So I understand now - I am not alone - and that when i lived in Seoul - I heard of CHC - making the Canadians who turned to them for help - made their lives far worse. And then I found the articles that referenced Mr. Neve - and I - again realized that somehow I had fallen under this umbrella. Dr. Hedy Fry should have responded as she was outside the political issues - but that proved wrong. Stating that you are Human rights advocates - and yet here I am. NOW I am scared of Canada. of Hedy and of Justin - as the danger has accelerated exponentially - and as I am a ticking time bomb - death can occur at any time. I sent Hedy - a case history that was identical to mine and the man died - everything that he experienced - i was experiencing - including the related infections - that were in his blood and in my blood.
So in the end this only ends badly. In death. Is this what Hedy has become or Justin, have become death mongers? . (Should i send you all that info)
At the time - May 11th. 2017 I had been attacked for the 3rd time by Mr.Goh - as I walked in the streets - where he chased me - and threatened to kill me. I asked for an emergency removal - and was met with laughter from MOJ the chc -kl vice counsel and he just seemed to enjoy my predicament. There was talk of a plane ticket - and i had to provide info - and i did. But what he told Dr. David Brule in Toronto was not what he told me.

I have always avoided this man as he is quite insane. My first encounter was after the infection in February - 12th - he came at me - with chains and screaming - lurching and frothing - ( Mr. Yusuf confirmed that he told Goh about the infection and may have threatened him and then he came after me - to embezzle - and harm me -) I was scared as he Goh was unknown to me - I never rented the apartment - it was done through an agent - A Mr. Yusuf - and after the infection on January 13th. Being so weak - i just stayed in bed. I never knew what was about to happen. It is very easy to become a victim of all kinds of crime in Malaysia . Its their stock in trade.. see the attachment. Plesae and thank you.

I avoided any contact with this man - Mr. Goh and I have been asked many times - why did you not - stand up to him. You are much bigger - much stronger - you can take him out- I replied and that is why I cant respond with physical violence - as I am 100 times stronger and with the level of rage and anger he has and the horror that he is -I could harm him - and possibly kill him if i retaliated. So I just avoided. That is why I was counseled to not worry - Mr.goh has no case against me - and when seen by others, i full action - he will be incarcerated. I have only met this man in person 3 x - face to face - and he was always violent and threatening - I have then seen other similar men in his age group - act out like this in public - So the issue may well be - that as he is so entitled to his rage- and easily demonstrates it - its accepted here in Malaysia . i have also seen that as I am often walking on the road to the beach - there is only 1 road - in the town that links everything - so I am targeted - I have had people strangers stop their cars and want to see what was in my bags? or if I am paying for a meals - they will move to position themselves to look into mt wallet and say oh you are so rich. (wtf) a target - that is dying..

Strangers - will drive around me - and keep insisting I hire them.. as in pull their car - right in front of me - block me - so Malaysia is quite violent. I no longer go out - and only at night to buy groceries. I have warned the compound I am in to protect me - and they agreed. When they saw me this week - they asked why they had not seen me in months - I live in fear and before i go out i have to strategize and be very hyper vigilant - I flinch if a car comes towards me - I flinch if one of these GOH look alikes comes towards me - and again bizarre they will come after me - All of them - they see $.. they see - ? One restaurant worker knew where I lived and after filing my order - he asked me for a Gift? and i must take him back to Canada? He then showed up a the Condo Gates - and said - the Canadian man has a gift for me? So you are stalked- the only reason I have not moved out of the
area was due to the illness and when I was strong enough the last 10 days - this is Malaysia holiday season- so Prices are at Peak value. But I have to move to find more hospitals - Penang in the north borders Thailand and I read that Medical facilities there - were better - due to the high tourist trade.

So in the end I was targeted infected with a Toxic biochemical agent - The Leptospirosis was placed in my Bed? You are only supposed to get it - by swimming in water.. I was infected by the insects that feasted on the Rat urine and feces and there were Bed Bugs - Parasites and fungus - so in the end - only canada can unravel the infection as its a tri-factor of filth based on vermin. I have always ended up in medical records - as I have survived life threatening injuries and infections - only to get them again and again - and not from going after them. So far all the infections came from Humans - infecting with them. A syndrome as per Dr. Lawson Baird. You really need to talk to him.

In my blog - I write all this - I always thought I was going to leave - on my own - This infection was words on the paper until it just devoured me. The blog is very adhoc - simply as i began to dump all the info into it to collect it - and then sort it out later - I thought - I was gone by March - By April - and then time disappeared - its now July - OMG - how can this happen? I have been keeping a video journal

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://youtu.be/KiAZb0dYcSo
https://youtu.be/xROGLxYc118
https://youtu.be/w6chqRynGQo
https://youtu.be/7-H wlbc8cxY
https://youtu.be/p_x_SMdOQDno
https://youtu.be/zHsKszsLkg8
https://youtu.be/p_ArY7rz9Ps
These may be the only lasting footage - of what I have been through - Canada knows all this - as In Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau - Dr.Lawson Baird etc

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph000dc@gmail.com> wrote:
Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list. Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me - Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to live - so you tell me ?
How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help available.

Justin Trudeau and Dr,, Hedy Fry -know ( Hedy has a personal connection to my mothers family 6 degrees of separation. So i turned to her for help and got nothing. I sent her very private medical documents - . that went into the hands of unauthorized govt staff -- It could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else as its part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But - ? nothing - I called a few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute- during all the horrific episodes - i am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive amounts of pills - that were given as - I cant help you - just take what you have until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic. So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and if you dont know anything about Malaysia - ? I had no idea - until I was in so deep - and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?

- Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?

- Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

- Threatening my life.. at every given turn.

- Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?

- Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr.Hedy Fry;s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)

- As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.

- Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?
Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.

Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.

All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.

I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.

Meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

Passport photos suck - so just in case -

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:38 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please also include details about what help you are hoping Amnesty can offer.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)
aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Done and done
C
On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:36 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please resend all of the documents.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:35 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

I hope so as ..
Cristoph

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:28 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Hi there,

I just received your message. Mr. Neve is not available now but if you’d like to
send me your documentation, I will send it to another colleague with the
appropriate expertise.

Thank you,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

Dear Sir, VICE CONSUL MARC OLIVER JEAN

I have not been in touch as was ill – as the virus takes hold it targets certain
organs – that had been weakened in Toronto. So while it may be abnormal – I
have or was forced to endure all kinds of bizarre physical reactions. I just stayed
indoors - and took time – as I have nothing to do but rest. St.Pauls’ Hospital did confirm – accommodation – that I can get – if I know when I am arriving.

The creature – the man who – stalks me to murder me – continues – I was waiting at the bus stop when he once again saw – me – stopped his car – reversed and sat in front of me – screaming – I was paralysed with fear. Finally I decided to go to him and confront him as I can’t keep living in this fear. He then drove off and began texting me.

At Sunway Med In KL I was given proof of their need to harm me – They lied to me and to the CHC – they did have a Specialist on staff and medicine that they wrote stating that they did not have. And their Dr. Tan confirmed – that yes it’s a standard practice to deny to treat foreigners and discriminate against them. It was the reason why I could not get help – and my life was destroyed. At one time in the infection it was easily treated but now as I it as escalated into a further illness.

I have contacted the Human Rights, the United Nations and Dr. Hedy Fry. Hedy went to school with my mother in San Fernando, Trinidad and I met her once years ago. I need to discuss my medical situation with her. As it pertains in part to the island and a lot of mistreatments in Vancouver that caused significant damage to my body.

I will also have to discuss with her what took place when I talked to you on the phone. When I in the absolute state of horror- fear and illness – contacted you – I explained that due to the illness I was now late in leaving, Malaysia - . I had contacted Malaysian immigration and was told that all I had to do was provide my proof of illness.

You then began to laugh at me- either at my naivety or stupidity. At that point – you insisted I would be arrested and fined. After we hung up – I vomited – shaking in fear as here am I fatally ill and being told by the Vice Counsel – of Canada – that due to a situation where I was attacked – infected and having death threats that it was a situation that you found funny and insisted that imprisonment and fines were to you a reason for hilarity? I Did ask for help and I was told you wanted to talk to all my doctors.

As I had to give St.Pauls all the updates – Dr. Lawson Baird – knew I was coming and said just get here. As I had to inform him in great detail – I asked St.Paul’s to passion the information on. They refused citing Medical Politics – and I was forced while blinded to hunt for a solution. I could not find a fax- and finally asked Dr. Brule to mail it to Dr.Lawson Baird. Lawson is still to contact me but it was only 10 days – and Canada does have snail mail.

To make matters worse by your standards – after you spoke to Dr. Brule – I heard nothing? And finally David says – “all they could do is – find a doctor to release
you”? I was confused by this and I wrote to you as I have – and I heard nothing in return.

As I am a better simply as I did get some meds – but way too late. I had to report to Sunway and I will go up that chain as they are so wrong – in their deliberate incompetence and deliberate desire to mislead – me – mislead you and deprive me of care. That will result in my death.

And Dear sir, how could you humiliate me at every turn. Laugh at my dangerous Situation, offer medical opinions that you cannot make. Stop an ongoing discussion – as I was trying desperately to get help. You must realize that your actions are somewhat hostile. Hostile to laugh at danger – enjoy the victims state of helplessness be so disingenuous – and humiliating to me. I received your comments as scorn towards me – belittling – and humiliating that you could not treat me with the respect – as a Canadian – as someone in grave danger.

Since you have ceased communication with me. But then again as it was so flawed and deeply insulting that may be a good thing, I will have Dr. Fry when I discuss this with her – sort out all this –

Thank you for confirming – a story that I was told in Seoul Korea. A colleague – all teachers in Korea know each other. Was arrested for defending himself in a knife attack in Seoul in 2007. He was incarcerated and called the Canadian Embassy. In the end the Embassy as I am experiencing, did nothing. So a memo went out to all teachers that The Canadian Embassy was of no assistance and in fact worsened his life.

So the story has merit. It of course flies in the face of Canada’s global humanitarian role. Refugees are offered so much – but a Canadian citizen – who lives quietly and was only here on holiday – was assaulted with a deadly disease – and left to suffer from that disease. And his possible murder by a crazy Malaysian. I am not sure how much time I have left as this disease is spawning more illness. And no matter how I have tried to get assistance – these Malaysians are so corrupt that it has made my life impossible.

But I treasure dignity and respect for all people and I cannot allow you to disrespect me further. Even If I die as the 1500.00 plane ticket that was offered with all this that you have wrapped around it – Essentially it’s a form of contempt that I have received from you. This letter may provoke a response bit not to me- Your choice was to humiliate me and to insure I felt worthless. The disease is attacking my mind, my heart and my body. That is enough for me to deal with.
As the threat of violence of murder from the Mr., Goh is heightening – he now knows where I have to take the bus. I can’t live in this fear any longer.. And who knows – how much longer I have – and as I have to distance myself from you Marc-Olivier Jean. I have no idea how much longer I have. I Am already losing the Will to live- as the disease is eating me alive. And its been 6 months of absolute torture – to be followed with more torture – in Vancouver in hospital to treated – identify and diagnose what this now as become. Of course you will claim all sorts of diplomatic privledges to do and act as you did towards me. But sir, it was inhumane.

Mr Grandfather was the Consuate General of Portugal in Trinidad – I had many privledges as his grandosn but – I never heard of him behaving with abject cruelty as you have.

First Secretary and Vice-Consul | Premier Secrétaire et Vice-Consul
marcolivier.jean@international.gc.ca
Telephone | Téléphone: +60-3-2718-3316
Mitnet: 345-3302
17th Floor, Menara Tan & Tan
Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, 50400

As the threat of violence of murder from the Mr., Goh is heightening – he now knows where I have to take the bus. I can’t live in this fear any longer.. And who knows – how much longer I have – and as I have to distance myself from you Marc-Olivier Jean. I have no idea how much longer I have. I Am already losing the Will to live- as the disease is eating me alive.

I will Contact Dr. Hedy Fry and I hope Justin Trudeau will be more helpful. As by now you just scare me – further. The Trauma I am in is real and violent. So I cannot discuss with you any further as my physical reaction to you is to recoil in fear.

As well as all the Human Rights and UN etc. And media - its simply as i a dying that at least I hope people will learn and discover the madness of Malaysia. And the hapless realities of contacting the chc in Malaysia.

Due to the threat of the GOH.. I am trying to run to safety. Before I am murdered. To another city near Malacca – I least I can go outside in the day. I have lived as a prisoner only venturing out at night.

I know what you have done to me is not personal but abject. But that does not make it better. Plus as you stated inn your impeccable manner upon speaking to me – You seem to be writing everyone? Again your use of sarcasm, derision or mocking is certainly unappreciated by me in the danger I am in. But that may just be your style. But as no action was taken – to assist but to ensure that my life worsened those that know what your office can do.. May be able to shed some light on all this for me. As you see – you did not just have my words but you had
the pictures of the infection as it destroyed my body. And you laughed and you dismissed me. That is what I know of you. I hope the PM and Dr. Fry are more human, bestowing empathy and compassion towards me against your obvious contempt.

Cristoph

CC. Prime Minister
Dr, Hedy Fry

Brynn Grierson, RN, MSN
Patient Care Manager
Urban Health. Mental Health, & Substance Use Program
10c, IDC, and Aboriginal Health

B504 - St. Paul’s Hospital
Vancouver, BC
Office 604-806-9422
Cell 604-417-7524
Fax 604-806-9879
Dr, David Brule

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:33 AM
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
To: Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca>

I am confused - what cant you help me with? What expertise are you referring too? So - If I don’t get to Canada, I am dead from Malaysia and as I have called everyone - to get help - what is that- that you cant help me with? If I go to immigration - and am arrested for ? and placed in a space where i cant function - and die in there - at what point - can i get help - or where do you think i should go?

Emergency services do not work. As there is none here - So again really unsure - if I do anything - I get into more danger - so what qualifies me for assistance - ?

Please assist
thanks
Cristoph

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 1:25 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Dear Cristoph,
Thank you for sending your materials for review. Unfortunately, Amnesty Canada is not able to provide the expertise to address the issues you describe.

I’m so sorry for all of the misfortune you have suffered. If you need imminent assistance, please call emergency services if you feel that you are in danger. Amnesty cannot provide support of this nature.

All the best,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 2:38 AM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Hi, just in case - after I rewrote all this for your office - I collapsed again simply due to the stress of the ordeal - and repeating it - and it sent my heart beating so erratically. I still cant get medicine to deal with all this. These severe infections - destroy your body functioning. But i will try and find something - I have to. Even though Malaysia is this horror of a reality - I must fight to stay alive. But can I trust Canada. What has happened to my small - simple life?

I have all the emails I wrote to Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau, Dr.Lawson Baird and Saint Paul's Hospital. I realized after all this ordeal - that I am very weak - and the danger is REAL. And I cant cope any more. I overwrote to all these people - as the infection damages your brain and I had to get it all out - write all out - as if - I am unable to write or speak due to the infection - stroke etc. At least i did write it in the event of an untimely demise. Which can easily happen from all this.

The disease damages all major organs. Makes you go blind - as in my case I saw 4 of everything. So I was very ill when I wrote all of these people - including the bizarre CHC - KL . I was extremely emotional and erratic at the time. As one would be if one was so heavily infected. I did literally see my life flash before my eyes. And I wrote in a frenzy. I did explain the motivation for all the writing. TO document this as there may be a day/night I might pass on. I did read back some
of it - and I was so honest - yikes - emotional - frightened out of my mind - I did apologize for writing or saying anything that was not PC - and I did berate the CHC-KL for being so disingenuous and in my mind unprofessional.

I did read after that on the web- Canada - CHC world wide had a bad reputation and many excerpts even from the local staff - referred to a fiefdom - a hierarchy - of temper tantrums by the Canadian CHC staff - of belligerence and for being disparaging to any that had issues.

So I understand now - I am not alone - and that when I lived in Seoul - I heard of CHC - making the Canadians who turned to them for help - made their lives far worse. And then I found the articles that referenced Mr. Neve - and I - again realized that somehow I had fallen under this umbrella. Dr. Hedy Fry should have responded as she was outside the political issues - but that proved wrong.

Stating that you are Human rights advocates - and yet here I am. NOW I am scared of Canada. of Hedy and of Justin - as the danger has accelerated exponentially - and as I am a ticking time bomb - death can occur at any time. I sent Hedy - a case history that was identical to mine and the man died - everything that he experienced - I was experiencing - including the related infections - that were in his blood and in my blood.

So in the end this only ends badly. In death. Is this what Hedy has become or Justin, have become death mongers? . (Should I send you all that info)

At the time - May 11th. 2017 I had been attacked for the 3rd time by Mr.Goh - as I walked in the streets - where he chased me - and threatened to kill me. I asked for an emergency removal - and was met with laughter from MOJ the chc -kl vice counsel and he just seemed to enjoy my predicament. There was talk of a plane ticket - and I had to provide info - and I did. But what he told Dr. David Brule in Toronto was not what he told me.

I have always avoided this man as he is quite insane. My first encounter was after the infection in February - 12th - he came at me - with chains and screaming - lurching and frothing - (Mr. Yusuf confirmed that he told Goh about the infection and may have threatened him and then he came after me - to embezzle - and harm me -) I was scared as he Goh was unknown to me - I never rented the apartment - it was done through an agent - A Mr. Yusuf - and after the infection on January 13th. Being so weak - I just stayed in bed. I never knew what was about to happen. It is very easy to become a victim of all kinds of crime in Malaysia. Its their stock in trade.. see the attachment. Please and thank you.

I avoided any contact with this man - Mr. Goh and I have been asked many times - why did you not - stand up to him. You are much bigger - much stronger - you can take him out- I replied and that is why I cant respond with physical violence - as I am 100 times stronger and with the level of rage and anger he has and the horror that he is - I could harm him - and possibly kill him if I retaliated. So I just avoided. That is why I was counseled to not worry - Mr.goh has no case against me - and when seen by others, I full action - he will be incarcerated. I have only
met this man in person 3 x - face to face - and he was always violent and threatening - I have then seen other similar men in his age group - act out like this in public - So the issue may well be - that as he is so entitled to his rage- and easily demonstrates it - its accepted here in Malaysia. i have also seen that as i am often walking on the road to the beach - there is only 1 road - in the town that links everything - so i am targeted - i have had people strangers stop their cars and want to see what was in my bags? or if i am paying for a meals - they will move to position themselves to look into mt wallet and say oh you are so rich. (wtf) a target - that is dying..

Strangers - will drive around me - and keep insisting I hire them.. as in pull their car - right in front of me - block me - so Malaysia is quite violent. I no longer go out - and only at night to buy groceries. I have warned the compound I am in to protect me - and they agreed. When they saw me this week - they asked why they had not seen me in months - I live in fear and before i go out i have to strategize and be very hyper vigilant - I flinch if a car comes towards me - I flinch if one of these GOH look alikes comes towards me - and again bizarre they will come after me - All of them - they see $. they see - $? One restaurant worker knew where I lived and after filing my order - he asked me for a Gift? and i must take him back to Canada? He then showed up a the Condo Gates - and said - the Canadian man has a gift for me? So you are stalked- the only reason I have not moved out of the area was due too the illness and when I was strong enough the last 10 days - this is Malaysia holiday season- so Prices are at Peak value. But I have to move to find more hospitals - Penang in the north borders Thailand and I read that Medical facilities there - were better - due to the high tourist trade.

So in the end I was targeted infected with a Toxic biochemical agent - The Leptospirosis was placed in my Bed? You are only supposed to get it - by swimming in water.. I was infected by the insects that feasted on the Rat urine and feces and there were Bed Bugs - Parasites and fungus - so in the end - only canada can unravel the infection as its a tri-factor of filth based on vermin. I have always ended up in medical records - as I have survived life threatening injuries and infections - only to get them again and again - and not from going after them. So far all the infections came from Humans - infecting with them. A syndrome as per Dr. Lawson Baird. You really need to talk to him.

In my blog - I write all this - I always thought I was going to leave - on my own - This infection was words on the paper until it just devoured me. The blog is very adhoc - simply as i began to dump all the info into it to collect it - and then sort it out later - I thought - I was gone by March - By April - and then time disappeared - its now July - OMG - how can this happen? I have been keeping a video journal
https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://youtu.be/KiAZb0dYcSo
https://youtu.be/xROGLxYc118
https://youtu.be/w6chqRynGQo
https://youtu.be/7-Hwlbc8cxY
https://youtu.be/px_SMdOQDno
https://youtu.be/zHsKszsLkg8
https://youtu.be/p_ArY7rz9Ps
These may be the only lasting footage - of what I have been through - Canada knows all this - as In Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau - Dr.Lawson Baird etc

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list. Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me - Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to live - so you tell me ?

How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help available.
Justin Trudeau and Dr., Hedy Fry -know ( Hedy has a personal connection to my mothers family 6 degrees of separation. So i turned to her for help and got nothing. I sent her very private medical documents - . that went into the hands of unauthorized govt staff -- It could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else - as its part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But - ? nothing - I called a few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute- during all the horrific episodes - i am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive amounts of pills - that were given as - I cant help you - just take what you have until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic. So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and if you dont know anything about Malaysia - ? I had no idea - until I was in so deep - and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?

Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?

Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed
by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

- Threatening my life.. at every given turn.
- Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?
- Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr.Hedy Fry;s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. *(Please ask me about this)*

- As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.
- Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?
- Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.
- Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.
- All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.
- I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.
- Meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

Passport photos suck - so just in case -

---

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:38 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please also include details about what help you are hoping Amnesty can offer.
From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Done and done
C

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:36 AM, Aden Seaton <aseaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please resend all of the documents.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)
aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:35 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

I hope so as ..
Cristoph

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:28 AM, Aden Seaton <aseaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Hi there,

I just received your message. Mr. Neve is not available now but if you'd like to
send me your documentation, I will send it to another colleague with the
appropriate expertise.
Thank you,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)
aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:53 AM
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
To: Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca>

- deliberately Infected with a deadly disease if not treated.
- Dr.s that will not treat me. They did tell me.
- My life is threatened.
- If I dont get help - I am dead.
- I dont have the strength to go through another ordeal - i have not overstayed - im injured -
- if I dont get assistance - the danger escalates and death occurs

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:33 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
I am confused - what cant you help me with? What expertise are you referring too. ?
So - If I don't get to Canada, I am dead from Malaysia and as I have called everyone - to get help - what is that- that you cant help me with?
If I go to immigration - and am arrested for ? and placed in a space where i cant function - and die in there - at what point - can i get help - or where do you think i should go?

Emergency services do not work. As there is none here - So again really unsure - if I do anything - I get into more danger - so what qualifies me for assistance - ?
On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 1:25 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:

Dear Cristoph,

Thank you for sending your materials for review. Unfortunately, Amnesty Canada is not able to provide the expertise to address the issues you describe.

I’m so sorry for all of the misfortune you have suffered. If you need imminent assistance, please call emergency services if you feel that you are in danger. Amnesty cannot provide support of this nature.

All the best,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7567 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 2:38 AM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Hi, just in case - after I rewrote all this for your office - I collapsed again simply due to the stress of the ordeal - and repeating it - and it sent my heart beating so erratically. I still cant get medicine to deal with all this. These severe infections - destroy your body functioning. But i will try and find something - I have to. Even though Malaysia is this horror of a reality - I must fight to stay alive. But can I trust Canada. What has happenned to my small - simple life?

I have all the emails I wrote to Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau, Dr.Lawson Baird and Saint Paul's Hospital. I realized after all this ordeal - that I am very weak - and the danger is REAL. And I cant cope any more. I overwrote to all these people - as the infection damages your brain and I had to get it all out - write all out - as if - I am unable to write or speak due to the infection - stroke etc. At least i did write it in the event of an untimely demise. Which can easily happen from all this.
The disease damages all major organs. Makes you go blind - as in my case I saw 4 of everything. So I was very ill when I wrote all of these people - including the bizarre CHC - KL. I was extremely emotional and erratic at the time. As one would be if one was so heavily infected. I did literally see my life flash before my eyes. And I wrote in a frenzy. I did explain the motivation for all the writing. To document this as there may be a day/night I might pass on. I did read back some of it - and I was so honest - yikes - emotional - frightened out of my mind - I did apologize for writing or saying anything that was not PC - and I did berate the CHC-KL for being so disingenuous and in my mind unprofessional.

I did read after that on the web- Canada - CHC world wide had a bad reputation and many excerpts even from the local staff - referred to a fiefdom - a hierarchy - of temper tantrums by the Canadian CHC staff - of belligerence and for being disparaging to any that had issues. So I understand now - I am not alone - and that when i lived in Seoul - I heard of CHC - making the Canadians who turned to them for help - made their lives far worse. And then I found the articles that referenced Mr. Neve - and I - again realized that somehow I had fallen under this umbrella. Dr. Hedy Fry should have responded as she was outside the political issues - but that proved wrong. Stating that you are Human rights advocates - and yet here I am. NOW I am scared of Canada. of Hedy and of Justin - as the danger has accelerated exponentially - and as I am a ticking time bomb - death can occur at any time. I sent Hedy - a case history that was identical to mine and the man died - everything that he experienced - i was experiencing - including the related infections - that were in his blood and in my blood. So in the end this only ends badly. In death. Is this what Hedy has become or Justin, have become death mongers? . ( Should i send you all that info)

At the time - May 11th. 2017 I had been attacked for the 3rd time by Mr.Goh - as I walked in the streets - where he chased me - and threatened to kill me. I asked for an emergency removal - and was met with laughter from MOJ the chc -kl vice counsel and he just seemed to enjoy my predicament. There was talk of a plane ticket - and i had to provide info - and i did. But what he told Dr. David Brule in Toronto was not what he told me.

I have always avoided this man as he is quite insane. My first encounter was after the infection in February - 12th - he came at me - with chains and screaming - lurching and frothing - ( Mr. Yusuf confirmed that he told Goh about the infection and may have threatened him and then he came after me - to embezzle - and harm me -) I was scared as he Goh was unknown to me - I never rented the apartment - it was done through an agent - A Mr. Yusuf - and after the infection on January 13th. Being so weak - i just stayed in bed. I never knew what was about to happen. It is very easy to become a victim of all kinds of crime in Malaysia . Its their stock in trade.. see the attachment. Plesae and thank you.
I avoided any contact with this man - Mr. Goh and I have been asked many times - why did you not - stand up to him. You are much bigger - much stronger - you can take him out- I replied and that is why I cant respond with physical violence - as I am 100 times stronger and with the level of rage and anger he has and the horror that he is - I could harm him - and possibly kill him if i retaliated. So I just avoided. That is why I was counseled to not worry - Mr.goh has no case against me - and when seen by others, i full action - he will be incarcerated. I have only met this man in person 3 x - face to face - and he was always violent and threatening - I have then seen other similar men in his age group - act out like this in public - So the issue may well be - that as he is so entitled to his rage- and easily demonstrates it - Its accepted here in Malaysia. i have also seen that as I am often walking on the road to the beach - there is only 1 road - in the town that links everything - so I am targeted - I have had people strangers stop their cars and want to see what was in my bags? or if I am paying for a meals - they will move to position themselves to look into mt wallet and say oh you are so rich. (wtf) a target - that is dying..

Strangers - will drive around me - and keep insisting I hire them.. as in pull their car - right in front of me - block me - so Malaysia is quite violent. I no longer go out - and only at night to buy groceries. I have warned the compound I am in to protect me - and they agreed. When they saw me this week - they asked why they had not seen me in months - I live in fear and before i go out i have to strategize and be very hyper vigilant - I flinch if a car comes towards me - I flinch if one of these GOH look alikes comes towards me - and again bizarre they will come after me - All of them - they see $. they see - ? One restaurant worker knew where I lived and after filing my order - he asked me for a Gift? and i must take him back to Canada? He then showed up a the Condo Gates - and said - the Canadian man has a gift for me? So you are stalked- the only reason I have not moved out of the area was due too the illness and when I was strong enough the last 10 days - this is Malaysia holiday season- so Prices are at Peak value. But I have to move to find more hospitals - Penang in the north borders Thailand and I read that Medical facilities there - were better - due to the high tourist trade.

So in the end I was targeted infected with a Toxic biochemical agent - The Leptospirosis was placed in my Bed? You are only supposed to get it - by swimming in water.. I was infected by the insects that feasted on the Rat urine and feces and there were Bed Bugs - Parasites and fungus - so in the end - only canada can unravel the infection as its a tri-factor of filth based on vermin. I have always ended up in medical records - as I have survived life threatening injuries and infections - only to get them again and again - and not from going after them. So far all the infections came from Humans - infecting with them. A syndrome as per Dr. Lawson Baird. You really need to talk to him.

In my blog - I write all this - I always thought I was going to leave - on my own - This infection was words on the paper until it just devoured me. The blog is very
adhoc - simply as i began to dump all the info into it to collect it - and then sort it out later - I thought - I was gone by March - By April - and then time disappeared - its now July - OMG - how can this happen? I have been keeping a video journal

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://youtu.be/KiAZb0dYcSo
https://youtu.be/xROGLxYc118
https://youtu.be/w6chgRynGQo
https://youtu.be/7-Hwlbc8cxY
https://youtu.be/px_SMdOQDno
https://youtu.be/zHsKszsLkg8
https://youtu.be/p_ArY7rz9Ps

These may be the only lasting footage - of what I have been through - Canada knows all this - as In Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau - Dr.Lawson Baird etc

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list. Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me - Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to live - so you tell me ?

How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help available.

Justin Trudeau and Dr,. Hedy Fry -know ( Hedy has a personal connection to my mothers family 6 degrees of separation. So i turned to her for help and got nothing. I sent her very private medical documents - . that went into the hands of unauthorized govt staff -- It could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else - as its part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But - ? nothing - I called a few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute- during all the horrific episodes - i am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive amounts of pills - that were given as - I cant help you - just take what you have until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic. So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and if you dont know anything about Malaysia - ? I had no idea - until I was in so deep - and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?
Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?

Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

Threatening my life.. at every given turn.

Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?

Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr.Hedy Fry;s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)

As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.

Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?

Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.

Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.

All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.

I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.

Meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.
Passport photos suck - so just in case -

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:38 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please also include details about what help you are hoping Amnesty can offer.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Done and done
C

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:36 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please resend all of the documents.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:35 PM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

I hope so as ..
Cristoph
On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:28 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Hi there,

I just received your message. Mr. Neve is not available now but if you'd like to send me your docu
e

----------
Forwarded message
----------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 12:55 PM
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
To: Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca>

I am not sure - you know what you are saying as per Malaysian Immigration

Section 15(4) Immigration Act 1959/63.
Stay exceeding the expiry date/cancellation of visit pass. The penalty for an offence on overstayi:
A fine not exceeding RM10,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or both. They is also notification of being whipped?

http://www.jimlondon.net/reminder.html

this reply - I suggest u seek ur embassy on this matter and get their legal help.
And as you see I have -

And as I have this condition and the complication of violence - I will be detained etc. So if you want me to go through all this and then you can assist?

If I am at this time detained in any manner - I will collapse -

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:

- deliberately Infected with a deadly disease if not treated.
- Dr.s that will not treat me. They did tell me.
- My life is threatened.
- If I dont get help - I am dead.
- I dont have the strength to go through another ordeal - i have not overstayed - im injured -
- if I dont get assistance - the danger escalates and death occurs
On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:33 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
I am confused - what cant you help me with? What expertise are you referring too. 
? So - If I don't get to Canada, I am dead from Malaysia and as I have called 
everyone - to get help - what is that- that you cant help me with? 
If I go to immigration - and am arrested for ? and placed in a space where i cant 
function - and die in there - at what point - can i get help - or where do you think i 
should go? 

Emergency services do not work. As there is none here - So again really unsure - 
if I do anything - I get into more danger - so what qualifies me for assistance - ? 

Please assist 
thanks 
Cristoph 

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 1:25 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Dear Cristoph,

Thank you for sending your materials for review. Unfortunately, Amnesty Canada 
is not able to provide the expertise to address the issues you describe. 

I’m so sorry for all of the misfortune you have suffered. If you need imminent 
assistance, please call emergency services if you feel that you are in danger. 
Amnesty cannot provide support of this nature. 

All the best, 
Aden 

Aden Seaton 
Executive Assistant 
Amnesty Canada (English speaking) 

aseaton@amnesty.ca 
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263 
312 Laurier Ave E 
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9 

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 2:38 AM 

To: Aden Seaton 
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
Hi, just in case - after I rewrote all this for your office - I collapsed again simply due to the stress of the ordeal - and repeating it - and it sent my heart beating so erratically. I still cant get medicine to deal with all this. These severe infections destroy your body functioning. But i will try and find something - I have to. Even though Malaysia is this horror of a reality - I must fight to stay alive. But can I trust Canada. What has happened to my small - simple life?

I have all the emails I wrote to Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau, Dr.Lawson Baird and Saint Paul's Hospital. I realized after all this ordeal - that I am very weak - and the danger is REAL. And I cant cope any more. I overwrote to all these people - as the infection damages your brain and I had to get it all out - write all out - as if - I am unable to write or speak due to the infection - stroke etc. At least i did write it in the event of an untimely demise. Which can easily happen from all this.

The disease damages all major organs. Makes you go blind - as in my case I saw 4 of everything. So I was very ill when I wrote all of these people - including the bizarre CHC - KL . I was extremely emotional and erratic at the time. As one would be if one was so heavily infected. I did literally see my life flash before my eyes. And I wrote in a frenzy. I did explain the motivation for all the writing. TO document this as there may be a day/night I might pass on. I did read back some of it - and I was so honest - yikes - emotional - frightened out of my mind - I did apologize for writing or saying anything that was not PC - and I did berate the CHC-KL for being so disingenuous and in my mind unprofessional.

I did read after that on the web- Canada - CHC world wide had a bad reputation and many excerpts even from the local staff - referred to a fiefdom - a hierarchy - of temper tantrums by the Canadian CHC staff - of belligerence and for being disparaging to any that had issues.

So I understand now - I am not alone - and that when i lived in Seoul - I heard of CHC - making the Canadians who turned to them for help - made their lives far worse. And then I found the articles that referenced Mr. Neve - and I - again realized that somehow I had fallen under this umbrella. Dr. Hedy Fry should have responded as she was outside the political issues - but that proved wrong. Stating that you are Human rights advocates - and yet here I am. NOW I am scared of Canada. of Hedy and of Justin - as the danger has accelerated exponentially - and as I am a ticking time bomb - death can occur at any time. I sent Hedy - a case history that was identical to mine and the man died - everything that he experienced - i was experiencing - including the related infections - that were in his blood and in my blood.

So in the end this only ends badly. In death. Is this what Hedy has become or Justin, have become death mongers? . ( Should i send you all that info)

At the time - May 11th. 2017 I had been attacked for the 3rd time by Mr.Goh - as I walked in the streets - where he chased me - and threatened to kill me. I asked for an emergency removal - and was met with laughter from MOJ the chc -kl vice counsel and he just seemed to enjoy my predicament. There was talk of a plane
ticket - and i had to provide info - and i did. But what he told Dr. David Brule in Toronto was not what he told me.

I have always avoided this man as he is quite insane. My first encounter was after the infection in February - 12th - he came at me - with chains and screaming - lurching and frothing - ( Mr. Yusuf confirmed that he told Goh about the infection and may have threatened him and then he came after me - to embezzle - and harm me - ) I was scared as he Goh was unknown to me - I never rented the apartment - it was done through an agent - A Mr. Yusuf - and after the infection on January 13th. Being so weak - i just stayed in bed. I never knew what was about to happen. It is very easy to become a victim of all kinds of crime in Malaysia. Its their stock in trade... see the attachment. Plesae and thank you.

I avoided any contact with this man - Mr. Goh and I have been asked many times - why did you not - stand up to him. You are much bigger - much stronger - you can take him out- I replied and that is why I cant respond with physical violence - as I am 100 times stronger and with the level of rage and anger he has and the horror that he is - I could harm him - and possibly kill him if I retaliated. So I just avoided. That is why I was counseled to not worry - Mr.goh has no case against me - and when seen by others, i full action - he will be incarcerated. I have only met this man in person 3 x - face to face - and he was always violent and threatening - I have then seen other similar men in his age group - act out like this in public - So the issue may well be - that as he is so entitled to his rage- and easily demonstrates it - its accepted here in Malaysia.  i have also seen that as I am often walking on the road to the beach - there is only 1 road - in the town that links everything - so I am targeted - I have had people strangers stop their cars and want to see what was in my bags? or if I am paying for a meals - they will move to position themselves to look into mt wallet and say oh you are so rich. (wtf) a target - that is dying..

Strangers - will drive around me - and keep insisting I hire them.. as in pull their car - right in front of me - block me - so Malaysia is quite violent. I no longer go out - and only at night to buy groceries. I have warned the compound I am in to protect me - and they agreed. When they saw me this week - they asked why they had not seen me in months - I live in fear and before I go out i have to strategize and be very hyper vigilant - I flinch if a car comes towards me - I flinch if one of these GOH look alikes comes towards me - and again bizarre they will come after me - All of them - they see $.. they see - ? One restaurant worker knew where I lived and after filing my order - he asked me for a Gift? and I must take him back to Canada? He then showed up a the Condo Gates - and said - the Canadian man has a gift for me? So you are stalked- the only reason I have not moved out of the area was due too the illness and when I was strong enough the last 10 days - this is Malaysia holiday season- so Prices are at Peak value. But I have to move to find more hospitals - Penang in the north borders Thailand and I read that Medical facilities there - were better - due to the high tourist trade.
So in the end I was targeted infected with a Toxic biochemical agent - The Leptospirosis was placed in my Bed? You are only supposed to get it - by swimming in water.. I was infected by the insects that feasted on the Rat urine and feces and there were Bed Bugs - Parasites and fungus - so in the end - only canada can unravel the infection as its a tri-factor of filth based on vermin. I have always ended up in medical records - as I have survived life threatening injuries and infections - only to get them again and again - and not from going after them. So far all the infections came from Humans - infecting with them. A syndrome as per Dr. Lawson Baird. You really need to talk to him.

In my blog - I write all this - I always thought I was going to leave - on my own - This infection was words on the paper until it just devoured me. The blog is very adhoc - simply as i began to dump all the info into it to collect it - and then sort it out later - I thought - I was gone by March - By April - and then time disappeared - its now July - OMG - how can this happen?
I have been keeping a video journal
https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://youtu.be/KiAZb0dYcSo
https://youtu.be/xROGLxYC118
https://youtu.be/w6chgRynGQo
https://youtu.be/7-HwIbc8cxY
https://youtu.be/px_SMdQDno
https://youtu.be/zHsKszsLkg8
https://youtu.be/p_ArY7rz9Ps
These may be the only lasting footage - of what I have been through - Canada knows all this - as In Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau - Dr.Lawson Baird etc

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list.
Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me - Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to live - so you tell me ?

How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help available.
Justin Trudeau and Dr. Hedy Fry – know (Hedy has a personal connection to my mother’s family 6 degrees of separation. So I turned to her for help and got nothing. I sent her very private medical documents – that went into the hands of unauthorized govt staff – it could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else - as its part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But - nothing - I called a few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute - during all the horrific episodes - I am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive amounts of pills - that were given as - I can’t help you - just take what you have until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic. 

So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and if you don’t know anything about Malaysia - ? I had no idea - until I was in so deep - and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?

- Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?

- Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

- Threatening my life.. at every given turn.

- Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?

- Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non – medical staff by Dr. Hedy Fry’s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)

- As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.

- Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?

- Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.

- Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with paperwork that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months
after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.

☐ All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.

☐ I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.

☐ meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

Passport photos suck - so just in case -

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:38 AM, Aden Seaton <ASEaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please also include details about what help you are hoping Amnesty can offer.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM

To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty

Done and done
C

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:36 AM, Aden Seaton <ASEaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please resend all of the documents.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:35 PM  
To: Aden Seaton  
Subject: Re: from Amnesty  

I hope so as ..  
Cristoph  

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:28 AM, Aden Seaton <ASEaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:  
Hi there,  

I just received your message. Mr. Neve is not available now but if you'd like to send me your documentation, I will send it to another colleague with the appropriate expertise.  

Thank you,  
Aden  

Aden Seaton  
Executive Assistant  
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)  

aseaton@amnesty.ca  
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263  
312 Laurier Ave E  
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9  

--------- Forwarded message ---------  
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>  
Date: Sun, Jul 23, 2017 at 9:57 PM  
Subject: Fwd: from Amnesty  
To: brienne.prusak@newyork.msf.org  

Brienne it seems that Canada requires I suffer brutality here - further before they act to assist - There is no Family and maybe 2 friends - 1 friend just wrote me and says - since you are dying - I am going to dump your few possessions out - 2
suitcases - to be - dumped as my little life in Malaysia is being brutally - destroyed.
I did nothing and and as I was pox ridden - fevers prone to collapse
Now I am better - all the time in bed - and the few eds I can take -
C

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 12:55 PM
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
To: Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca>

I am not sure - you know what you are saying as per Malaysian Immigration

Section 15(4) Immigration Act 1959/63. Stay exceeding the expiry date/cancellation of visit pass. The penalty for an offence on overstaying :-
A fine not exceeding RM10,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or both. They is also notification of being whipped?

http://www.jimlondon.net/reminder.html

this reply - I suggest u seek ur embassy on this matter and get their legal help. And as you see I have -

And as I have this condition and the complication of violence - I will be detained etc. So if you want me to go through all this and then you can assist ?

If I am at this time detained in any manner - I will collapse -
C

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:

- deliberately Infected with a deadly disease if not treated.
- Dr.s that will not treat me. They did tell me.
- My life is threatened.
- If I dont get help - I am dead.
- I dont have the strength to go through another ordeal - i have not overstayed - im injured -
- if I dont get assistance - the danger escalates and death occurs
On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 11:33 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
I am confused - what can't you help me with? What expertise are you referring too?
So - If I don't get to Canada, I am dead from Malaysia and as I have called everyone - to get help - what is that - that you can't help me with?
If I go to immigration - and am arrested for ? and placed in a space where I can't function - and die in there - at what point - can I get help - or where do you think I should go?

Emergency services do not work. As there is none here - So again really unsure - if I do anything - I get into more danger - so what qualifies me for assistance - ?

Please assist
thanks
Cristoph

On Fri, Jul 7, 2017 at 1:25 AM, Aden Seaton <ASeaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Dear Cristoph,

Thank you for sending your materials for review. Unfortunately, Amnesty Canada is not able to provide the expertise to address the issues you describe.

I'm so sorry for all of the misfortune you have suffered. If you need imminent assistance, please call emergency services if you feel that you are in danger. Amnesty cannot provide support of this nature.

All the best,
Aden

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 2:38 AM
To: Aden Seaton
Subject: Re: from Amnesty
Hi, just in case - after I rewrote all this for your office - I collapsed again simply due to the stress of the ordeal - and repeating it - and it sent my heart beating so erratically. I still can't get medicine to deal with all this. These severe infections - destroy your body functioning. But I will try and find something - I have to. Even though Malaysia is this horror of a reality - I must fight to stay alive. But can I trust Canada. What has happened to my small - simple life?

I have all the emails I wrote to Dr. Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau, Dr. Lawson Baird and Saint Paul's Hospital. I realized after all this ordeal - that I am very weak - and the danger is REAL. And I can't cope any more. I overwrote to all these people - as the infection damages your brain and I had to get it all out - write all out - as if - I am unable to write or speak due to the infection - stroke etc. At least I did write it in the event of an untimely demise. Which can easily happen from all this.

The disease damages all major organs. Makes you go blind - as in my case I saw 4 of everything. So I was very ill when I wrote all of these people - including the bizarre CHC - KL. I was extremely emotional and erratic at the time. As one would be if one was so heavily infected. I did literally see my life flash before my eyes. And I wrote in a frenzy. I did explain the motivation for all the writing. To document this as there may be a day/night I might pass on. I did read back some of it - and I was so honest - yikes - emotional - frightened out of my mind - I did apologize for writing or saying anything that was not PC - and I did berate the CHC-KL for being so disingenuous and in my mind unprofessional.

I did read after that on the web- Canada - CHC world wide had a bad reputation and many excerpts even from the local staff - referred to a fiefdom - a hierarchy - of temper tantrums by the Canadian CHC staff - of belligerence and for being disparaging to any that had issues. So I understand now - I am not alone - and that when I lived in Seoul - I heard of CHC - making the Canadians who turned to them for help - made their lives far worse. And then I found the articles that referenced Mr. Neve - and I - again realized that somehow I had fallen under this umbrella. Dr. Hedy Fry should have responded as she was outside the political issues - but that proved wrong. Stating that you are Human rights advocates - and yet here I am. NOW I am scared of Canada. of Hedy and of Justin - as the danger has accelerated exponentially - and as I am a ticking time bomb - death can occur at any time. I sent Hedy - a case history that was identical to mine and the man died - everything that he experienced - I was experiencing - including the related infections - that were in his blood and in my blood. So in the end this only ends badly. In death. Is this what Hedy has become or Justin, have become death mongers? (Should I send you all that info)

At the time - May 11th. 2017 I had been attacked for the 3rd time by Mr. Goh - as I walked in the streets - where he chased me - and threatened to kill me. I asked for an emergency removal - and was met with laughter from MOJ the chc -kl vice counsel and he just seemed to enjoy my predicament. There was talk of a plane
ticket - and i had to provide info - and i did. But what he told Dr. David Brule in Toronto was not what he told me.

I have always avoided this man as he is quite insane. My first encounter was after the infection in February - 12th - he came at me - with chains and screaming - lurching and frothing - ( Mr. Yusuf confirmed that he told Goh about the infection and may have threatened him and then he came after me - to embezzle - and harm me -) I was scared as he Goh was unknown to me - I never rented the apartment - it was done through an agent - A Mr. Yusuf - and after the infection on January 13th. Being so weak - i just stayed in bed. I never knew what was about to happen. It is very easy to become a victim of all kinds of crime in Malaysia . Its their stock in trade.. see the attachment. Plesae and thank you.

I avoided any contact with this man - Mr. Goh and I have been asked many times - why did you not - stand up to him. You are much bigger - much stronger - you can take him out- I replied and that is why I cant respond with physical violence - as I am 100 times stronger and with the level of rage and anger he has and the horror that he is -I could harm him - and possibly kill him if i retaliated. So I just avoided. That is why I was counseled to not worry - Mr.goh has no case against me - and when seen by others, i full action - he will be incarcerated. I have only met this man in person 3 x - face to face - and he was always violent and threatening - I have then seen other similar men in his age group - act out like this in public - So the issue may well be - that as he is so entitled to his rage- and easily demonstrates it - its accepted here in Malaysia. i have also seen that as I am often walking on the road to the beach - there is only 1 road - in the town that links everything - so I am targeted - I have had people strangers stop their cars and want to see what was in my bags? or if I am paying for a meals - they will move to position themselves to look into mt wallet and say oh you are so rich. (wtf) a target - that is dying..

Strangers - will drive around me - and keep insisting I hire them.. as in pull their car - right in front of me - block me - so Malaysia is quite violent. I no longer go out - and only at night to buy groceries. I have warned the compound I am in to protect me - and they agreed. When they saw me this week - they asked why they had not seen me in months - I live in fear and before i go out i have to strategize and be very hyper vigilant - I flinch if a car comes towards me - I flinch if one o these GOH look alikes comes towards me - and again bizarre they will come after me - All of them - they see $. they see - ? One restaurant worker knew where I lived and after filing my order - he asked me for a Gift? and i must take him back to Canada? He then showed up a the Condo Gates - and said - the Canadian man has a gift for me? So you are stalked- the only reason I have not moved out of the area was due too the illness and when I was strong enough the last 10 days - this is Malaysia holiday season- so Prices are at Peak value. But I have to move to find more hospitals - Penang in the north borders Thailand and I read that Medical facilities there - were better - due to the high tourist trade.
So in the end I was targeted infected with a Toxic biochemical agent - The Leptospirosis was placed in my Bed? You are only supposed to get it - by swimming in water.. I was infected by the insects that feasted on the Rat urine and feces and there were Bed Bugs - Parasites and fungus - so in the end - only Canada can unravel the infection as its a tri-factor of filth based on vermin. I have always ended up in medical records - as I have survived life threatening injuries and infections - only to get them again and again - and not from going after them. So far all the infections came from Humans - infecting with them. A syndrome as per Dr. Lawson Baird. You really need to talk to him.

In my blog - I write all this - I always thought I was going to leave - on my own - This infection was words on the paper until it just devoured me. The blog is very adhoc - simply as i began to dump all the info into it to collect it - and then sort it out later - I thought - I was gone by March - By April - and then time disappeared - its now July - OMG - how can this happen?
I have been keeping a video journal

https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://youtu.be/KiAZb0dYcSo
https://youtu.be/xROGLxYc118
https://youtu.be/w6chqRynGQo
https://youtu.be/7-Hwlbc8cxY
https://youtu.be/px_SMdQDno
https://youtu.be/zHsKszsLkg8
https://youtu.be/p_ArY7rz9Ps

These may be the only lasting footage - of what I have been through - Canada knows all this - as In Dr.Hedy Fry - Justin Trudeau - Dr.Lawson Baird etc

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:53 AM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
Well- I am not sure ? - I wrote a number of questions as a check list.
Please prevent me from Dying here from a dangerous disease . Inflicted on me - Doctors refused to treat me - I may only have weeks - to maybe 3 months left to live - so you tell me ?

How do I get back to Canada to Dr.Lawson Baird to follow up on the 20 year diagnosis - that was so severe - no one believed it and I lost my entire family over it. It was that traumatic and severe and yet what it outlined did happen. NO matter how careful I am. A holiday that turned deadly - with no Medical help available.
Justin Trudeau and Dr., Hedy Fry - know (Hedy has a personal connection to my mother’s family 6 degrees of separation. So I turned to her for help and got nothing. I sent her very private medical documents that went into the hands of unauthorized govt staff -- It could only be seen by Hedy - and no one else - as its part of the syndrome and its also related to Trinidad. But -? nothing - I called a few times - and the material I sent was written a la minute during all the horrific episodes - I am only better after 20 days in bed - and the ingestion of massive amounts of pills - that were given as - I can’t help you - just take what you have until it stops was the dr. Response and if that does not work - Try Arsenic. So you please tell me what you can do? As there is all kinds of wrong here - and if you don’t know anything about Malaysia -? I had no idea - until I was in so deep - and massively infected.

Has my passport been comprised by Canada?

- Why did all the Malaysian doctors deliberately mislead me – and deny treatments and tell me to go to every other doctor and or Klinik in a 200 miles radius?

- Why did the CHC – KL deliberately ill-treat me and be so disingenuous to the point that – it delayed all my attempts to get better? Marc Oliver Jean seems to be? Challenged in dealing with serious matters? The issues were suppressed by CHC as this is a long term outstanding issue. Leptospirosis – Malaysian condo and property owners regularly try and extort funds – from visitors.

- Threatening my life.. at every given turn.

- Why was I placed in more danger by CHC – and Dr. Hedy Fry?

- Why was sensitive medical files forwarded to other non –medical staff by Dr. Hedy Fry’s office. These files are so sensitive that if given to others staff – then my life can be placed in greater jeopardy. (Please ask me about this)

- As The Malaysians I encountered are so corrupt – and tried to extort funds from me – have they compromised my life further? My Passport? It is used as the major document and I have videotaped many records of them attempting fraud on me.

- Malaysian Companies like the Trefoil condo Management? TM the phone company?

- Mr. Goh and the Goh Family – deliberately placed highly fatal infected bedding on my bed. Leading to my possible death.

- Mr. Goh further demanded and attempted to extort funds from me – with Paper work that was not relevant (extortion) – and publically verbally months
after I had left Cocobay – May 11th. Screamed out and chased me in a parking lot at Perdana apts. I will KILL YOU.

☐ All the medical costs that I was forced to bear from this delinquent people. The Gohs.

☐ I have no idea what they have done. ? I was only told not to initiate any legal procedures against the Malaysians – as since its an attempt to extort funds and to kill a stranger to the region. It is very serious. I must wait if there is any legality to be told what it is? As I have all or THE PROOF – of complete innocence then it will turn the Legal system against the Malaysians who are making these false claims and then I can be resolved.

☐ meanwhile the illness and risk of death increases.

Passport photos suck - so just in case -

--- Forwarded message ---
From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM
To: Aden Seaton

On Thu, Jul 6, 2017 at 1:38 AM, Aden Seaton <ASEaton@amnesty.ca> wrote:
Please also include details about what help you are hoping Amnesty can offer.

Aden Seaton
Executive Assistant
Amnesty Canada (English speaking)

aseaton@amnesty.ca
(613) 744-7667 ext. 263
312 Laurier Ave E
Ottawa ON K1N 1H9

From: Xtoph De Caermichael [mailto:cristoph00cdc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 1:38 PM
To: Aden Seaton

-------- Forwarded message --------
Dear Canadian Embassy in Kl,

High Commissioner Judith St. George

Street Address:
Canadian High Commission
Immigration Section
18th Floor, Menara Tan & Tan
207 Jalan Tun Razak
50400 Kuala Lumpur

Tel.: (603) 2718-3385
Fax: (603) 2718-3311

klmpr@international.gc.ca

Please note I am very ill at this time. That for me to write this now before anything else happens. And that you understand that it is quite extraordinary. And an Experience I have never had. It is detailed so that in the event of this unknown future – I am taking the time to put it into writing in case of a greater emergency. Please bear with this – it’s maybe a ramble but I am in over my head. You have to be aware of all this but you can’t panic. As I can’t panic. It can be all worked out – slowly. I hope.

My Name is Christopher De Caermichael. I can be reached 011-2804-3676
Full document attached

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 30, 2017 at 11:45 AM
Subject: Fwd: FW:
To: asha.chandren@international.gc.ca

I was following up with asha.chandren@international.gc.ca just letting you know I am pursuing this asap - Again sorry for the Malaysian Miscommunication - I did as you did and followed their instructions and it ended up in m contacting you - as I was so misled. What they say is not what they do. Which led to the illness damaging my heart.

Thanks.
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 30, 2017 at 11:37 AM
Subject: Re: Fwd: I have been exposed to / infected with leptospirosis
To: smc_inthelpdesk@sunway.com.my, asha.chandren@international.gc.ca

I am coming into YOUR Emergency to see the doctor there. At your clinic there. I am registered as a Sunway Patient due to anaphylaxis. The Doctors in PD are useless and stocks are low - they and the hospital and the Govt Clinic have limited stocks ?? Possibly due to high demands of these products here in Port Dickson. Its a high lecto region.

They referred me back to KL and I can easily come to you as there is a direct Bus to KL and the train goes to your Hospital. Here in the Port Dickson due to a severe lack of transportation and other hospitals are much further way then you are. Plus I have a Patient history at your hospital.

I will be able to get it from there as i have in the past. I just did not know the costs. As i simply asked for costs - I still required the COST of ROCEPHIN as its IM - and all you I hoped you would do was just give me the costs. So If you can respond ASAP - as you see it took many attempts to reach you.

Thx

Cristoph

On Thu, Mar 30, 2017 at 10:51 AM, <smc_inthelpdesk@sunway.com.my> wrote:
Hi Christopher,

Below are the requested information:

- Rocephine injection (This medication can be injected through 2 different routes, IV and IM, as well as have 2 different strengths, 1gm and 250mg. Both different formulation and different strengths are of different price. However, we are unable to advise without Dr's prescription)

- Dapsone tablet: RM 27 for 180 tablets - (Outpatient Price) [The vendor has discontinued manufacturing this product. Product is available while stock lasts]

- Doxycycline 100mg capsule: RM0.45 per capsule - (Outpatient Price) [Unknown duration and frequency, hence unable to calculate the amount required]

- Flagyl 200mg tablet: RM 0.15 per tablet - (Outpatient Price)
- Xanax 0.25mg tablet: RM1.55 per tablet - (Outpatient Price) [This is a highly regulated item and there may be limit to the amount dispensed. Please note that the MO will not prescribe unless he visits our psychiatrist, OR presents a suitable legal prescription - must be acknowledged by pharmacist]

- Atenolol 50mg tablet: RM1.40 per tablet - (Outpatient Price)

Please note, all the above medication are PRESCRIPTION ONLY medication, ie. must present a legal prescription prior to purchase. For any non-SMC prescription, the prescription will need to be reviewed by a pharmacist for legality before able to proceed with purchase.

Chiam Huey
Best Regards,
Service Desk
International Patient Centre
Sunway Medical Centre Sdn. Bhd.

Ground Level, No.5, Jalan Lagoon Selatan
Bandar Sunway

I will get you Dr. Lawson Baird Contact info - once he agrees - as at this time al i have is my sending all the info - and a remark that nothing can be done to assist me - until i get there, as a response - as its been a few years - ago that he assisted me through - a long illness resulting from an old injury. But he is aware of this bodies sensitive nature. I can never do drugs, As in the Meds prescribed created long term allergies making it difficult to continue any treatment,

I have been in contact with him - over the years - as I had wanted to go back to see him professionally - but as I had to recover from this anaphylaxis / medical based allergy - then he would have had a cleaner slate to do the tests - But this recent disaster - has made it questionable as to the medical procedures that I am going to have to endure,

I want to update him with all the recent Pictures - and processes - I am worried that he may be overwhelmed - He is a family doctor - but as St.Pauls hospital has access to much -I need to update him - as I was collecting all the material i video blogs - etc .Medicine prescribed.
To help the recuperation process. And as this Disease is unknown in the west - they need to see it - in its full force.

Lawson and I have distinct history - but I had to encourage him - when I met him the first time 1998 - as he thought my illness was daunting - the first time and involved many hours of his time - and as you know - there is cap to dr. hours - that he can have- so my case takes up a ridiculous amount of his time - so now that I have a disease that is hard to treat ? Demanding attention from many - specialists- having gone through a lot of Trauma with this infection - and medical abuses here - I am experiencing a severe stress disorder and much fear at this time- so forgive me - of over compensating in all ways. I am scared to death of all this.

Cristoph

On Mon, May 15, 2017 at 12:39 PM, Xtoph De Caermichael <cristoph00cdc@gmail.com> wrote:
thanks - sorry - my sleep schedule is based on me taking a lot of these drugs - to cure ? to treat ?this Leptospirosis - it has many side effects - including insomnia when you should be sleeping during the night .. this is a nightmare for me - as possibly no one could help - maybe a lawyer - or leave this country asap - but as i cant travel back to canada- based on the illness and to save the $ I need I need time to do so - time that I may not have based on the Goh situation. To say I am scared - is an understatement - I have a disease that is so dangerous given to me by a real disaster of a human being who wants to Kill me?
This beyond my ability to cope with - this bizarre reality - that only seems to exist in Malaysia. . I also cannot prepare myself for what will happen to me in Vancouver - Obviously - I need intense Medical intervention - Dr. Lawson Baird -is the only doctor I know that assist in this process - But even this is beyond him - he will need the assistance of multiple specialists at St. Pauls/ hospital. Essentially what has happened to me is a crime - as I may never recover.
The time line for treatment for these freak illnesses - is about 2 years - based off the Zika studies that those infected by Zika - in Canada have to undergo treatments for the diseases that falls under the Zika umbrella- for example. Medical treatment here - is non existent and
only worsened the situation. I am on my own dealing with to me - the unimaginable. So not sure what you have in mind?
Guillain-Barré syndrome - my immune system is severally compromised from this Rat infection. So I have to think of all kinds of long term scenarios beyond this - one.

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/Patient-Caregiver-Education/Fact-Sheets/Guillain-Barr%C3%A9-Syndrome-Fact-Sheet

On Mon, May 15, 2017 at 11:18 AM, <MarcOlivier.Jean@international.gc.ca> wrote:
Mr. De Caermichael,

I’m trying to reach you since early morning today but your phone seems switched off.

Could you please switch your phone on in order for me to assist you?

Many thanks,

Marc-Olivier Jean
First Secretary and Vice-Consul | Premier Secrétaire et Vice-Consul
marcolivier.jean@international.gc.ca
Telephone | Téléphone: +60-3-2718-3316

Guillain-Barré Syndrome Fact Sheet | National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

Table of Contents (click to jump to sections) What is Guillain-Barré syndrome?What causes Guillain-Barré syndrome?How is Guillain-Barré syndrome diagnosed?How is Guillain-Barré treated?What is the long-term outlook for those with Guillain-Barré syndrome?What research is being done?Where can I get mo...

ninds.nih.gov

JUN 12TH, 4:19AM
Dear Sir,

I have not been in touch as was ill – as the virus takes hold it targets certain organs – that had been weakened in Toronto. So while it may be abnormal – I have or was forced to endure all kinds of bizarre physical reactions. I just stayed indoors - and took time – as I have nothing to do but rest. St.Pauls’ Hospital did confirm – accommodation – that I can get – if I know when I am arriving.

The creature – the man who stalks me to murder me – continues – I was waiting at the bus stop when he once again saw – me – stopped his car – reversed and sat in front of me – screaming – I was paralysed with fear. Finally I decided to go to him and confront him as I can’t keep living in this fear. He then drove off and began texting me.

At Sunway Med In KL I was given proof of their need to harm me – They lied to me and to the CHC – they did have a Specialist on staff and medicine that they wrote stating that they did not have. And their Dr. Tan confirmed – that yes it’s a standard practice to deny to treat foreigners and discriminate against them. It was the reason why I could not get help – and my life was destroyed. At one time in the infection it was easily treated but now as it has escalated into a further illness.

I have contacted the Human Rights, the United Nations and Dr. Hedy Fry. Hedy went to school with my mother in San Fernando, Trinidad and I met her once years ago. I need to discuss my medical situation with her. As it pertains in part to the island and a lot of mistreatments in Vancouver that caused significant damage to my body.

I will also have to discuss with her what took place when I talked to you on the phone. When I in the absolute state of horror- fear and illness – contacted you – I explained that due to the illness I was now late in leaving, Malaysia - . I had contacted Malaysian immigration and was told that all I had to do was provide my proof of illness.

You then began to laugh at me- either at my naivety or stupidity. At that point – you insisted I would be arrested and fined. After we hung up – I vomited – shaking in fear as here am I fatally ill and being told by the Vice Counsel – of Canada – that due to a situation where I was attacked – infected and having death threats that it was a situation that you found funny and insisted that imprisonment and fines were to you a reason for hilarity? .I Did ask for help and I was told you wanted to talk to all my doctors.
As I had to give St.Pauls all the updates – Dr. Lawson Baird – knew I was coming and said just get here. As I had to inform him in great detail – I asked St.Paul’s to passion the information on. They refused citing Medical Politics – and I was forced while blinded to hunt for a solution. I could not find a fax- and finally asked Dr. Brule to mail it to Dr.Lawson Baird. Lawson is still to contact me but it was only 10 days – and Canada does have snail mail.
To make matters worse by your standards – after you spoke to Dr. Brule – I heard nothing? And finally David says – “all they could do is – find a doctor to release you”? I was confused by this and I wrote to you as I have – and I heard nothing in return.
As I am a better simply as I did get some meds – but way too late. I had to report to Sunway and I will go up that chain as they are so wrong – in their deliberate incompetence and deliberate desire to mislead – me – mislead you and deprive me of care. That will result in my death.
And Dear sir, how could you humiliate me at every turn. Laugh at my dangerous Situation, offer medical opinions that you cannot make. Stop an ongoing discussion – as I was trying desperately to get help. You must realize that your actions are somewhat hostile. Hostile to laugh at danger – enjoy the victims state of helplessness be so disingenuous – and humiliating to me. I received your comments as scorn towards me – belittling – and humiliating that you could not treat me with the respect – as a Canadian – as someone in grave danger.

Since you have ceased communication with me. But then again as it was so flawed and deeply insulting that may be a good thing, I will have Dr. Fry when I discuss this with her – sort out all this –
Thank you for confirming – a story that I was told in Seoul Korea. A colleague – all teachers in Korea know each other. Was arrested for defending himself in a knife attack in Seoul in 2007. He was incarcerated and called the Canadian Embassy. In the end the Embassy as I am experiencing, did nothing. So a memo went out to all teachers that The Canadian Embassy was of no assistance and in fact worsened his life.
So the story has merit. It of course flies in the face of Canada’s global humanitarian role. Refugees are offered so much – but a Canadian citizen – who lives quietly and was only here on holiday – was assaulted with a deadly disease – and left to suffer from that disease. And his possible murder by a crazy Malaysian. I am not sure how much time I have left as this disease is spawning more illness. And no matter how I have tried to get assistance – these Malaysians are so corrupt that it has made my life impossible.

But I treasure dignity and respect for all people and I cannot allow you to disrespect me further. Even If I die as the 1500.00 plane ticket that was offered with all this that you have wrapped around it – Essentially it’s a form of contempt that I have received from you. This letter may provoke a response bit not to me- Your choice was to humiliate me and to insure I felt worthless. The disease is attacking my mind, my heart and my body. That is enough for me to deal with.
As the threat of violence of murder from the Mr., Goh is heightening – he now knows where I have to take the bus. I can’t live in this fear any longer.. And who knows – how much longer I have – and as I have to distance myself from you Marc-Olivier Jean. I have no idea how much longer I have. I am already losing the Will to live- as the disease is eating me alive. And its been 6 months of absolute torture – to be followed with more torture – in Vancouver in hospital to treated – identify and diagnose what this now as become. Of course you will claim all sorts of diplomatic privledges to do and act as you did towards me. But sir, it was inhumane. Mr Grandfather was the Consulate General of Portugal in Trinidad – I had many privledges as his grandosn but – I never heard of him behaving with abject cruelty as you have.

First Secretary and Vice-Consul | Premier Secrétaire et Vice-Consul
marcolivier.jean@international.gc.ca
Telephone | Téléphone: +60-3-2718-3316
Mitnet: 345-3302
17th Floor, Menara Tan & Tan
Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, 50400

As the threat of violence of murder from the Mr., Goh is heightening – he now knows where I have to take the bus. I can’t live in this fear any longer.. And who knows – how much longer I have – and as I have to distance myself from you Marc-Olivier Jean. I have no idea how much longer I have. I am already losing the Will to live- as the disease is eating me alive.

. I will Contact Dr. Hedy Fry and I hope Justin Trudeau will be more helpful. As by now you just scare me – further. The Trauma I am in is real and violent. So I cannot discuss with you any further as my physical reaction to you is to recoil in fear. As well as all the Human Rights and UN etc. And media - it’s simply as I a dying that at least I hope people will learn and discover the madness of Malaysia. And the hapless realities of contacting the chc in Malaysia.

Due to the threat of the GOH.. I am trying to run to safety. Before I am murdered. To another city near Malacca – I least I can go outside in the day. I have lived as a prisoner only venturing out at night.

I know what you have done to me is not personal but abject. But that does not make it better. Plus as you stated inn your impeccable manner upon speaking to me – You seem to be writing everyone? Again your use of sarcasm, derision or mocking is certainly unappreciated by me in the danger I am in. But that may just be your style. But as no action was taken – to assist but to ensure that my life worsened those that know what your office can do, will decipher your actions or non actions as the case maybe.. May be able to shed some light on all this for me. As you see – you did not just have my words but you had the pictures of the infection as it destroyed my body. And you laughed and you dismissed me. That
is what I know of you. I hope the PM and Dr. Fry are more human, bestowing empathy and compassion towards me against your obvious contempt. So you and I do not need to speak further – but then again as you have ignored me- this statement of mine is moot. Plus as I have documented everything in Video and in blogs - I had no idea that Malaysia was this abhorrent until it was too late. I can only talk to someone that does not mock, insult, humiliate me and ensure that my life is not worthless. 

As you had intimate detail of my suffering, the horror of the affliction - and the incredible ordeal of living with a threat of murder and you did what you did. I turned to many to help - as I am just a visitor in a strange land fatally attacked. Simply as I had no good response - from anyone and its been six months - and there is a time bomb of death in my body- I have to reach out to the world at large - as I have no idea at this time - what to do. There is the risk that the damage is too deep now. I have been recorded as discussing this with the CHC since March 2017 - and was given pretty much - a lot of 411. Information that I did not need as I had done all the requisite google searches. But the Malaysian reality does trump whatever the CHC was told - in the end as conformed by the Sunway doctor and Dr, Tan - Malaysian doctors refused to treat me - document my ordeal - The reality is as a foreigner they do not want the hassle as the medical staff is untrained - do not speak English and have a bias against foreigners. Thy all state you will die. And just let me get worse - So I turned to the CHC - and it got worse.

Cristoph

CC. Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau
House of Commons
Ottawa, ON
K1A 0A6

Dr.Hedy Fry
: hedy.fry@parl.gc.ca

Brynn Grierson, RN, MSN
Patient Care Manager
Urban Health. Mental Health, & Substance Use Program
10c, IDC, and Aboriginal Health

B504 - St. Paul’s Hospital
Vancouver, BC
Office 604-806-9422
Cell 604-417-7524
Fax 604-806-9879
Dr, David Brule
Dear Marc Oliver,

Please forgive me if I sound upset and not knowing how to proceed or communicate under these circumstances. I think you understand that this position I am in is unprecedented to me and therefore I have at this time no idea how to solve or survive it.

I simply came here to Malaysia to help the body heal from Toronto. By making these statements – you probably will not understand what I am referring to. Much of what I experienced – one of many thousands – is now in the news in Toronto. Circa 2014. It’s relatively new and though the few friends that I had left – were affected and experiencing these decade long conditions, I could not relate to them but? . Once there- I fell into the exact same situation, when I was informed, I was totally ignorant of their reality, until lit became mine. And as this reality dictated this current reality in Malaysia it has complicated everything.

The difference was – I had good health prior to Toronto and a known history of bad prescription drug reactions but not the reason why – that turned bad in Toronto. Suddenly. Within weeks – then months and then years. I had a distinct comparative analysis I went through all the phases. David Brule befriended me first, after I was, for a while then a friend – as I went through all of the phases of reactions to the city, climate, medication. David was able to witness first hand for 6 years my severe reactions – saw me during the worst of the crises and was able
to record the direct influence of Medication – my reactions to the pollution and also my dramatic health improvements, once I stopped taking the medicines – and removed myself – from directly breathing the Toronto air. Or traveling on the TTC.

I was becoming a shut in – for all intents and purposes. Many doctors came and went as they prescribed the same meds – ignored my reactions and as I got worse – ignored me – to the point of my having to leave Toronto, to stabilise naturally the influences. This deterioration due to anaphylaxis when monitored by the doctor – was seen as a street drug addiction. Not as I insisted and was eventually proven right by their medicine. And this Medical reactions and point of view hampered any further treatment. Until one doctor performed the tests that confirmed allergies to many drugs prescribed by the medical community. And at time I had to temporally leave Toronto and Canada. The risk I faced was until the body cleared itself – all doctors would fail to recognise the real issues as the anaphylaxis and reactions clouded all – medical tests. So the only way out was to buy time – clear the system and return.

I did improve dramatically here in Malaysia and was on my way out. Malaysia was not hospitable The people are genuinely hostile and offer a reality that was dangerous. I wanted to get out – but then disaster struck January 13th. That led me to you. So you cannot arbitrarily decide to point me to any Malaysian medical facility. As the Malaysian medical reality – has failed and placed me in a fatal position. They cannot treat or prescribe or diagnose. Which has nothing to do with me per se – but due to their overall ineptitude.

But the problems that I faced in Toronto make it impossible for any Malaysian doctor to treat me or diagnose me – especially now. The Virus has created a massive anaphylactic response- constricting my air flow- my arteries – my veins. Thereby making – any treatment – difficult – The Malaysians are not equipped to deal with a reaction they cannot intellectually understand – are not trained for and have no language skills to communicate this to anyone.

The body was damaged by Toronto to the point that the same doctors who treated me upon seeing the reactions landed me in hospital, for reasons that were not clear at the time. Essentially I had developed severe- Anaphylaxis due to Pollen, dust, and radiation, Uranium released by the city of Toronto into the sewers for the past few years. The pollen was due to banning of certain gender specific plants for approximately 40 years. Which resulted in a Mother Nature backlash – of massive amounts of a specific pollen count that spiked – increasing the risk of respiratory and cardiac responses in the Toronto population. I had seen many doctors as that is what one does but the Toronto medical scene as it confesses is behind the times. As is its doctors. Those I got to know well were
Asian doctors who had experienced similar experiences upon immigration to Toronto and therefore understood what I was going through. I had to wean myself of all medication – as the effects to the body where extreme. Anaphylaxis causes the body to constrict the blood flow. I had to live in a bubble – finding housing where I can live in a confined environment.

So now infected with? Leptospirosis may have a diagnosis in the beginning but it’s now much worse than that.

It would take the team in Vancouver – to unravel the condition and treatment. Not the Malaysian hodgepodge of uninformed – charlatans that practice here.

These are some of the news related stories. The tip of the iceberg. These were sent to me by patients that met me in my search and pharmacists agreed, these were issues.

https://youtu.be/Bt5H25V9cAI

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nMv2d
4. http://www.tripadvisor.ca/ShowTopic-g...
5. http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2014...
6. http://www.torontoenvironment.org/abo...
7. http://www.citynews.ca/2014/05/20/uns...
10. http://www.thestar.com/life/health_we...
14. http://www.tripadvisor.ca/ShowTopic-g...
15. http://news.nationalpost.com/tag/2015...
16. http://www.bttoronto.ca/videos/384256...

Dato' Wira Syed Ismail Syed Azizan, Director, Commercial Crime Investigation Department Bukit Aman Blok G, Kompleks Pejabat Kerajaan, Bukit Perdana, Jalan Dato' Onn, 50502 Kuala Lumpur. PA: Ms Khatijah, Tel: 03-2610 1222, email: dir.ccrime@rmp.gov.my

Dear Dato' Wira Syed Ismail Syed Azizan, Director, Commercial Crime Investigation

Cristoph00cdc@gmail.com

URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT
AS ALL CASES ARE IGNORED BY THE POLICE – MY LIFE HERE IS IN GREAT DANGER

- RAT IN HOSPITAL CAFETERIA – AUGUST 18th 2017
- https://youtu.be/A7SZzLRc9_k
- My Leptosorisis:  https://youtu.be/3SPYgQRz-oo
- MY HEART DAMAGED BY LEPTOSPIROSIS
- https://youtu.be/EqrX3hYv888

https://youtu.be/eTv_t6CGTvK
https://youtu.be/0uCuU03iZTI
https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/06/06/a-morte-pela-viral-persistente-leptospirose-humana-na-malasia/
https://thebookof25.wordpress.com/2017/03/19/the-return-of-the-plague-cocobay-port-dickson-malaysia/
https://www.gofundme.com/death-by-persistent-leptosporisis
https://igg.me/at/dm8tpfdQs5Q
https://youtu.be/pcJf3xL2iT0
https://youtu.be/GXA3KwCLhLM

THE BOOK OF 25 - THE HORROR OF PHL

https://patient.info/doctor/leptospirosis-weils-disease
http://www.leptospirosis.org/medical/phl.php
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0076549
https://www.cdc.gov/leptospirosis/symptoms/
http://newsinfo.inquirer.net/790079/malaysia-warns-of-leptospirosis-risk-at-natural-water-spots
http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/246829.php
https://youtu.be/GfVqNbjt_fk
https://youtu.be/euGRa8flvuc

Organ failure, internal hemorrhaging, and death can result if the bacterium infects the liver, kidneys, and other major organs. Care should be taken to differentiate between PHL as detailed here, which is a long-term but essentially transient condition, and persistent carrier-phase leptospirosis where the subject has little or no symptoms but remains infected with the bacterium and in some cases remains infectious.